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by Richard  “Zippy” Grigonis

Verizon, however, certainly an 800-pound gorilla in its own right (and which earns 27 per-
cent of its wireless revenue from data, interestingly enough) is skipping over WiMAX to the 
more intriguing (and potentially higher bandwidth) Long Term Evolution (LTE) technol-
ogy, itself a descendant of the venerable GSM, GPRS and EDGE 2G/2.5G/3G technolo-
gies. Not long ago, Verizon, along with AT&T and a few other players, acquired a hunk of 
700 MHz spectrum formerly used for TV signals, which will now be repurposed for LTE.

Verizon is said to have established a 4G/LTE Innovation Center in Waltham, Massachu-
setts to encourage and assist LTE makers and Verizon Wireless technology partners to 
quickly develop and bring to market innovative LTE-based solutions within the consumer 
electronics, machine-to-machine, and business products segments. It will also help in terms 
of marketing these LTE products and “non-traditional products” for use on LTE networks. 
Verizon’s current principal equipment partners/suppliers related to LTE are Alcatel-Lucent, 
Ericsson and Starent Networks.  

Verizon is already testing its 4G LTE service in places in the U.S. such as Columbus, Ohio, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, and parts of Northern New Jersey – it’s also running in Budapest, 
Dusseldorf, and Madrid in Europe, since Verizon Wireless’ operating partner is Vodafone. 
Verizon expects to wrap up the trials soon and plans on launching a commercial service 
to vie with WiMAX in 2010. Download bandwidths of 50 to 60 Mbps have already been 
demonstrated, though in theory the technology could allow up to about 100 Mbps under 
ideal conditions.

Verizon Executive Vice President and Chief Technology Officer, Dick Lynch, detailed Veri-
zon’s plans during his keynote remarks at the Mobile World Congress in Barcelona, Spain, 
recently, saying, “The appetite for new and innovative broadband services is insatiable: Peo-
ple want new and customized content, relevant information and services, and increased op-
portunities to communicate with each other and the world around them. With the promise 
of more advanced devices and applications, Verizon is ready to lead the way in harnessing 
the power of LTE, at the onset of the LTE revolution.”

Both WiMAX and LTE will finally bring about a true 4G packet-based wireless broadband 
services infrastructure. As the last vestiges of circuit-switched technology leave the world 
of wireless, network operators will have to achieve a new “mindset” in terms of both the 
technologies and services, not to mention survive the huge impact on the business models 
worldwide. For example, it will cause a tremendous build-out in terms of wireless backhaul 
to the core and the rest of the network. 

LTE appears to be a bit more “voice friendly” in terms of Quality of Service (QoS) than 
WiMAX, and it should be interesting to see if LTE catches up and/or surpasses WiMAX, 
given WiMAX’ head start, albeit a slow and sputtering one.  NGN

Richard Grigonis is Executive Editor of TMC’s IP Communications Group.

The deployment of WiMAX has been something of a melo-
drama. First we all wondered whether Sprint would do it 
at all, given their loss of customers and financial situation 

in 2008, then came various on-again, off-again deliberations with 
Clearwire. Finally, Sprint settled into its alliance with Clearwire and 
Intel (INTC), along with a few other companies, to build and deploy 
a real WiMAX network, which is slowly beginning to take shape. 

Sprint (WiMAX) vs. 
Verizon (LTE)
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Indeed, a decade later, I have seen dozens of really cool services which just don’t get 
rolled out in America. Sometimes they do emerge in Asia but never in the west. Ex-
ceptions – SMS and ringtones – seem almost silly in their simplicity and grotesque in 
their profit margins.

IMS was supposed to change all of this by allowing a framework for developers to give 
us the next generation of sticky, viral applications. But this hasn’t happened yet. This 
is partly because of the slow adoption of IMS and partly because the service provider 
culture is far removed from that of rapid application development.

And then there is the app store craze launched by Apple and allowed by AT&T. Can ser-
vice providers ever profit from new services when app store apps are so compelling? And 
free?! Don’t forget about Google, the search leader that never met a service it didn’t give 
away for free. Just how do you compete with an army of iPhone and Google developers if 
you are a provider? Can you launch a better Facebook? Twitter? Even if you could, how 
do you generate SMS-sized revenue if these two web juggernauts can’t?

But from a revenue perspective, does it even matter if the carriers have the walled garden 
they once sought? Perhaps not, if the growth of wireless broadband continues at its 
current rate. Just think of it, the majority of people in the developed world want at least 
one wireless broadband-enabled device. Some, like me, have two devices — one for typing 
like a Blackberry and another for surfing like an iPhone. Then there is the Kindle, another 
broadband-enabled mobile device which lets you read your books, newspapers and blogs on 
the go. What’s next? What other devices, applications and services will become popular and 
drive ever-more service provider revenue?

These are the sorts of questions being asked and answered by the new multi-industry ng 
Connect Program, founded by Alcatel-Lucent. The goal of the group is to establish a 
rich and diverse ecosystem of infrastructure, devices, content and applications for both 
mobile and fixed broadband networks including 4G, LTE, GPON and other ultra high 
bandwidth technologies.

I n 1998 I was walking the halls of a prepaid calling card trade show in 
New York’s Javits center and I mentioned to one of the vendors that 
the future for service providers was enhanced services. The reply from 

the vendor was blunt. “Service providers don’t want to sell enhanced 
services,” he exclaimed.

Ng Connect’s Broadband 
Industry Convergence 
Opportunity
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The goal of the [ng Connect Program] 
group is to establish a rich and diverse 

ecosystem of infrastructure, devices, content 
and applications for both mobile and fixed 

broadband networks including 4G, LTE, GPON 
and other ultra high bandwidth technologies.
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The group will accelerate deployment of new devices and 
services by helping to determine interoperability across 
industries such as automotive, entertainment, wireless and 
consumer electronics. One area where there is a need for better 
integration is consumer electronics and automotive where 
in many cases a simple headphone jack is the extent of the 
integration – or, even worse, a car’s stereo system tuned to a 
predetermined FM frequency to play music from a handheld 
music player attached to an FM transmitter.

The value proposition for members include access to research, re-
duced development costs and a first mover advantage across mar-
kets. For carriers there is the increased use of broadband, reduced 
OPEX and churn and accelerated time to market.

For consumers the benefits include better integration of 
disparate entertainment systems, a higher level of value for 
devices which are part of this initiative, enhanced payment 
options and perhaps lower cost for a variety of next-gen 
services and devices.

Other participants in this association include HP, Samsung, 
and 4DK, Buzznet, chumby, Connect2Media, dimedis, FISH-
LABS, QNX, SIGNEXX, Total Immersion, TuneWiki and 
Words&Numbers. My thoughts are that the group is filling a 
much-needed void but it is biting off more than most groups and 
success will be a challenge. I am encouraged by the participation 
of Samsung and HP but this group needs many more big names 
before it has a chance to make a dent in the disciplines it hopes 
to bring together. Sony, Dell, Microsoft and Google are obvious 
targets and Apple is needed but I wonder if they think there is a 
benefit in joining forces with any of these companies.

So the opportunity is there and service providers – if you are 
smart, you will watch this group closely and get involved at the 
appropriate time. It should be obvious that the next-generation 
of devices, services and media can generate much more revenue. 
As consumers look to have their media delivered on a variety of 
devices, we have seen they will pay more for the privilege. If this 
group can insert itself appropriately and accelerate this trend, all 
members should be able to benefit and I hope I can finally prove 
to that random trade show guy that I was right.  NGN

Let TMC help you execute your next Webinar. Contact Joe Fabiano for details about how you can use the power of TMC publications 
and TMCnet to draw a large number of qualified attendees. 203-852-6800 ext. 132 or jfabiano@tmcnet.com
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Industry News

www.tmcnet.com/2770.1
Tekelec Releases Next Generation 
Signaling Platform
Tekelec recently announced their EAGLE 
XG, a new signaling and session control plat-
form designed to enable operators to deploy 
hybrid, next generation networks (NGNs) 
while leveraging existing technology invest-
ments. Tekelec’s approach reportedly lowers 
capex and opex while delivering new services 
and improving network performance.

The EAGLE XG open hardware platform 
and applications give service providers a path 
forward from Tekelec’s current signaling plat-
form, the EAGLE 5, with a migration path 
to IP multimedia subsystem (IMS) or Long 
Term Evolution (LTE) networks.

The EAGLE XG SIP Signaling Router 
(SSR) serves as a SIP proxy, bridging SIP- 
and SS7-based architectures to gain access 
to all routing information. The SSR intro-
duces SIP routing directly into the core net-
work, and the system creates a centralized 
session framework that increases service 
and network flexibility and lays a founda-
tion for cost-effective growth to support the 
increasing demand for voice over IP (VoIP) 
and multimedia services.

www.tekelec.com

www.tmcnet.com/2771.1
Juniper, Nokia Siemens Networks in 
Carrier Ethernet Deal
The Carrier Ethernet space got a bit more 
competitive with the announcement from 
Juniper Networks and Nokia Siemens Net-
works that they are teaming up to offer their 
carrier customers an end-to end Carrier Eth-
ernet solution designed to “provide resilient 
access and aggregation for service providers 

worldwide.” Accord-
ing to both parties, the 
joint effort will “bring 
the vision of a unified 
Carrier Ethernet so-
lution supporting all 

s e r v i c e s 
on a single 
network.”

The solution comprises Juniper’s MX-series 
Ethernet Services Router, NSN’s A-series 
Carrier Ethernet Switch and the ASPEN 
“single click” network management system. 
The companies hope to enable service pro-
viders to enhance their mobile backhaul, 
enterprise and residential services. Juniper 
and NSN say the solution will be available 
in the second half of 2009.

www.juniper.net
www.nokiasiemensnetworks.com

www.tmcnet.com/2772.1
Cisco Next-Generation Platform 
Empowers Digital Advertising
Feeva Technology, Inc., announced that it 
has integrated its addressable digital advertis-
ing application with the Cisco 7600 Series 
Router to improve performance for the entire 
online content and advertising value chain.

Telecommunications and advertising in-
dustries as well as consumers benefit from 
this integrated solution: Advertisers gain 
access to previously unavailable audience 
metrics, improving the performance of 
their marketing campaigns using Feeva’s 
Real-Time Market Segmentation data. 
Carriers enjoy new revenue opportunities 
based on the value they add to the adver-
tising ecosystem from the existing assets in 
their communications networks. Consum-
ers benefit from more relevant online ad-
vertising with complete opt-in/out control 
and without sacrificing privacy levels.

www.cisco.com
www.feeva.com

www.tmcnet.com/2774.1
Nortel Adds New Features to Carrier 
VoIP Solution for Regional Carriers  
Nortel recently announced it had en-

hanced its portfolio of carrier VoIP ser-
vices with the latest release of the Com-
munication Server (CS) 1500 solution, 
which adds new communication services 
like a subscriber web portal and on-de-
mand conferencing. These new features 
are designed to help carriers increase cus-
tomer satisfaction and retention. 

The latest enhancements to Nortel’s CS 
1500 offer bundled or a la carte applications 
to give regional households and small and 
medium-size businesses (SMBs) the kinds 
of communication services that unify their 
communications and messaging across lan-
dline, mobile and web platforms.

“We understand that our carrier customers 
are facing new economic challenges in to-
day’s market and are looking for new ways 
to increase revenue and subscriber loyalty,” 
stated Samih Elhage, president, Carrier 
Voice and Applications Solutions, Nortel. 
“Applications such as unified messaging, 
on-demand conferencing or single num-
ber services can be deployed quickly and 
cost-effectively without disrupting the end 
user’s service.”

www.nortel.com

www.tmcnet.com/2775.1
Huawei Releases End-to-End  
40G Solution
Huawei Technologies Co Ltd., announced 
that its end-to-end (E2E) 40G Internet 
Protocol (IP) and optical transport solution 
is now ready for commercial deployment. 
The new E2E 40G solutions are designed 
to combine the strengths of IP and optical 
transport to enable carriers to provide more 
reliable and diverse IP-based ultra broad-
band services to their customers. 

Zha Jun, who is the President of Huawei 
Router and Network Security Product Line 
said that Huawei is currently the only ven-
dor able to deliver a full suite of 40G core 
technologies with proven deployment ca-
pabilities in both IP and optical transport 
areas. As part of this offering, Huawei’s 
flagship router NetEngine5000E works 
seamlessly with its 40G Optical Transport 
Network and Dense Wavelength Division 
Multiplexing system to create more open 
and reliable backbone networks. 
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As Zha Jun said, “As the industry fur-
ther moves towards fixed mobile conver-
gence, Huawei’s E2E 40G solution will 
meet the growing transmission needs of 
operators worldwide.”

www.huawei.com

www.tmcnet.com/2776.1
Komatsu Selects Verizon Business to 
Manage Global IP Network
Komatsu, one of the world’s largest mine- 
and construction-equipment makers, has 
selected Verizon Business to manage their 
global IP network. Verizon officials said 
that the company’s Private IP will provide 
voice and data links across Komatsu’s 25 
key global sites in an effort to maximize 
network efficiency and scalability as well 
as to realize cost efficiencies.

Komatsu officials said that they would 
leverage Verizon’s Managed WAN to pro-
vide Komatsu with enhanced network 
visibility and management capabilities 
and thus help improve its operational ef-
ficiency. Komatsu has also co-located part 
of its European data centers with Verizon 
Business, and deployed Verizon Ethernet 
Private Line to provide high-speed con-
nectivity from the data centre to the com-
pany’s global network. 

www.verizonbusiness.com
www.komatsu.com

www.tmcnet.com/2777.1
MetaSwitch, Occam Deliver IP Com-
munications
MetaSwitch and Occam Networks recently 
announced they now have surpassed a sig-
nificant milestone — more than 100 joint 
service provider deployments in North 
America delivering voice, data and video 
services to a wide range of customers.

As a pure IP-over-Ethernet multi-service 
access play, the Occam platform is com-
patible with MetaSwitch’s core session 
control, call feature server and media 
gateway products, working with different 
signaling protocols to ensure that the in-
teraction is seamless. The combined solu-
tion enables carriers to take advantage of 

the migration to IP and deliver voice, data 
and video services to customers. 

The tandem offering is expected to help ser-
vice providers to deliver advanced IP voice 
and data services to any customer or any type 
of network more efficiently, while enabling 
carriers to take advantage of the migration 
to IP and deliver a host of innovative voice, 
data and video services to customers. 

www.metaswitch.com
www.occamnetworks.com

www.tmcnet.com/2773.1
Alcatel-Lucent Brings Carrier Ether-
net to the Edge

Alcatel-Lucent announced a new customer 
edge device — the 7210 Service Access 
Switch — which is designed to bring Car-
rier Ethernet to the enterprise site. Owned 
and managed by the service provider, the 
small-footprint 7210 SAS was developed 
in response to continued growing demand 
from the enterprise for more (and more af-
fordable) bandwidth for richer services and 
applications over Carrier Ethernet, together 
with high levels of quality of service.

The 7210 SAS will be deployed at the 
enterprise customer site or multi-tenant 
unit (MTU), helping service providers 
to increase revenue with a full suite of 
highly available, fully managed Eth-
ernet and IP virtual private network 
(VPN) services to support demanding 
enterprise applications. The new de-
vice utilizes the same operating system 
(Alcatel-Lucent’s Service Router Oper-
ating System, or SR OS) that has been 
deployed across the Alcatel-Lucent 
portfolio of switches and routers — 
numbering upwards of 30,000 switches 
and routers by 260 service providers in 
100+ countries since 2004, according 
to the company’s own reckoning.

Ericsson Launches Connected Home 
Gateway Software
Ericsson recently launched its 
Connected Home Gateway software, 
designed to give consumers the freedom 
to access and interact with their home 
multimedia devices, services and media, 
wherever they are. The gateway is also 
designed to serve as a single entry point 
for IPTV and multimedia telephony 
services into the home.

Ericsson Connected Home Gateway 
provides a secure connection between 
consumers’ digital home networks and 

the telecommunications net-
work, and acts as a single point 
of entry for IPTV and commu-
nication services, such as multi-
media telephony.  

Consumers can then use their 
mobile devices to communi-
cate with their home networks, 

allowing them to access their media li-
braries while on the move, for example 
sharing photos and videos with their 
family and friends. As the central mul-
timedia outlet in the home, the Con-
nected Home Gateway serves as a single 
service-delivery platform and allows re-
mote management for service provision-
ing and maintenance, helping to mini-
mize operational costs.

www.ericsson.com
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Analysts Corner

This year’s Mobile World Congress had a more somber buzz about 
it, given the ongoing global macroeconomic downturn. The current 
recession was one of the themes of the show, and a cautious tone was 
the norm, particularly when commenting on certain market seg-
ments. However, there were some silver linings among all the bad 
news. For one, despite a lower overall attendance figure, the qual-
ity of the interactions in Barcelona was much better than in previ-
ous years: the contacts were more relevant and the attendees were 
keener on developing business opportunities.

The 2009 edition of the show also marked a shift in innovation 
from mobile handsets to applications. Application stores were one 
of the hottest topics du jour, with launches from Nokia (Ovi Store) 
and Microsoft (Windows Marketplace), with RIM expected to fol-
low suit (perhaps in March). Nokia is pushing for apps to be devel-
oped to run on web pages (“web run time”) instead of on the OS of 
the phone itself. The advantage of this strategy is that it eases the 
porting of an application to different handsets. Devices will become 
more intelligent and allow the creation of new services by blend-
ing existing ones; for instance a music store could be meshed with a 
social networking application that will enable a user to check which 
songs a friend has just purchased.

Long Term Evolution (LTE) is becoming a reality and at the 
MWC there were several demonstrations of LTE network 
infrastructure equipment, device and applications. Ericsson 
and Samsung showcased both gear and devices, Motorola 
demonstrated applications and LG unveiled a data card. Verizon 
CTO Dick Lynch confirmed the commercial launch of LTE in 
2010 and announced the carrier’s choices for its LTE network 
in the radio access network (Ericsson and Alcatel-Lucent), IMS 
services (Alcatel-Lucent and NSN) and packet core (Ericsson, 
Alcatel-Lucent and Starent). Vendors were showing their 
single RAN products (i.e. base stations accepting cards for all 
radio standards). The idea is for a 2G operator to replace the 
older 2G boxes with these newer multi-mode boxes in order 
to achieve OPEX savings. However, most LTE rollouts will be 

in new spectrum and likely not entail the upgrade of existing 
boxes (LTE can only be a “software upgrade” if the current 
networks are switched off ). The initial consensus appears to be 
that LTE will probably be initially deployed only in hot spots 
instead of in big national coverage rollouts. LTE based devices 
are still a work in progress, so that should push out the LTE 
timeline a bit more.

There is a positive trickle-down effect of the increased LTE 
activity among larger operators to the adoption of the IMS ar-
chitecture, namely the advent of the 3GPP SAE (System Ar-
chitecture Evolution), which is the all-IP network behind LTE 
radio access. SAE is the first mobile core network which is by 
definition IMS compliant. A more accelerated pace in LTE/
SAE uptake (by operators such as NTT DoCoMo, TeliaSonera 
and Verizon) will encourage the adoption of the IMS architec-
ture as an interconnect/OSS specification although not neces-
sarily any IMS-based services.

In order to achieve the proliferation of IMS-based applications, it 
is necessary to develop a sound ecosystem involving operators and 
NEVs. The WIMS 2.0 initiative being undertaken by Telefonica, 
Alcatel-Lucent and a variety of ISVs (Solaiemes, Unkasoft, and 
Kimia) represents a positive step in that direction, by blending Web 
2.0 capabilities with IMS enablers. The idea is to create a compel-
ling end-user experience leveraging elements such as PoC, mobile 
browser, video sharing and presence. During the MWC, the group 
held a meeting sponsored by Genaker that also included Microsoft, 
Nokia and Telefonica.

Without client devices, the IMS core is unlikely to generate much 
value, which is what the RCS (Rich Communi-

cation Suite) is all about. At the MWC, the 
GSMA had a special track devoted to RCS 

which demonstrated some release 1 RCS 
phones and discussed trials for the second 
half of 2009. While RCS is a good concept, 
there could be a way to reach its goals with-
out depending on monolithic, handset-na-

tive clients. In the future, innovation might 
be achieved via full-featured browser and web 

runtimes; such APIs could be made available 
via SDKs to third party developers who could 

help solve the IMS client conundrum.

Concluding, this year’s edition of the MWC was an interesting one, 
perhaps due to the uncertain times we are facing, which limited 
management commentary on near-term trends and drove instead 
more focus on strategy. During show cocktail receptions, there were 
more opportunities to sample a few tapas as less time was spent on 
the endless washroom queues from previous years. Despite the tur-
bulent economy, there has been some progress on the path towards 
the NGN evolution.  NGN

Ronald Gruia is Program Leader and Principal Analyst at Frost & 
Sullivan covering Emerging Communications Solutions. Reach him 
at rgruia@frost.com.

by Ronald Gruia

Tapas, Paella, Sangria and 
NGN Evolution: MWC 
Roundup

...this year’s edition of the MWC was 
an interesting one, perhaps due to the 
uncertain times we are facing, which 
limited management commentary on  

near-term trends and drove instead more 
focus on strategy.
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by Grant Lenahan

This is the second in a 7-part series that looks at how our industry 
will change, survive and, in fact, grow as we transition from our vari-
ous historical roots to the future that will be powered by NGNs.

NGNs are exciting technology and offer the promise of opportunity.

But I like to start at the beginning – with the actual opportunity. 
That means consumer (or business) need and the resulting potential 
revenues that we – as an industry – can target.

Many before me have hammered home the point that voice and 
plain data revenues, and especially margins, will be in fundamental 
decline. But this point cannot be made too many times. It’s pointless 
to ask, “Will voice service X or high speed data structure Y make me 
my next billion dollars?” No. The right features and the best-per-
forming, lowest-cost networks may allow you to win out in a highly 
competitive environment, but the writing on the wall is that voice 
will commoditize, as will data. Our industry must look beyond its 
traditional opportunity space.

So let’s think about NGNs. The most fundamental difference 
between NGNs and legacy networks is that NGNs are IP. Yes, 
we can deliver voice over IP. So what? To most consumers, it’s 
still just voice. And its main benefit is its lower price. Let’s say 
that again – lower price – voice revenues are going down, even if 
we’re wildly successful.

Ditto data transport. Over time, consumers will have several choices of 
high-speed data (Internet access). So those prices will be under pressure 
too, and by and large, competition will drive prices toward cost. Business 
can be solid, but with low margins. Bear in mind that I’m not speaking 
to any one segment – the key point here is that competition will derive 
largely from the fact that cable, fixed and wireless operators will all basi-
cally offer the same “triple play” and invade each other’s markets.

While that may sound pretty negative, that’s not the intent. 
Opportunity exists. It just requires a change in viewpoint and a look 
in the right places.

Let’s go back to that fundamental difference between NGNs and 

legacy – IP. IP can work fairly well for voice, but it’s certainly 
not optimized for it. GSM, for instance, is much better opti-
mized for voice and has much more predictable delay. Where IP 
shines is in its ability to deliver a wide range of content and in-
formation; and to support multiple connections or associations 
– of different media types – simultaneously. It could be about 
actions – like web browsing or viewing or messaging, but let’s 
look at consumer goods here – content and information. The 
vast majority of the web is used to deliver various kinds of con-
tent, including video, music, recorded voice, pictures, financial 
information, promotional offers, news, weather, and myriad of 
sub-types that fall (I think) into the major categories.

Content and information is big business. The TV and film industries 
are huge, and music merely big. But the web and the Internet are cre-
ating an explosion of sub-types too numerous to list, but these include 
indie rock, user-generated content, trailers, stupid pet tricks, etc. In 
fact, most sources of traditional information, news, entertainment, 
content, etc., are moving at least, in part, to digital distribution and 
consumption. For most communications networking companies, this 
is a new frontier. It is both unfamiliar but also a huge, incremental rev-
enue opportunity. For the most part only the cable industry derives a 
significant portion if its revenues from content.

Content is, and most always has been associated closely with 
advertising. First, ads have subsidized most forms of content for 

as long as most of us can remember. Witness 
TV, radio, newspapers and magazines. But 

there’s more to the story than coincidence. 
Content tends to imply demographics 
– it may be location (local papers), 
special interests (specialty publications) 
or wealth (e.g.; The Wall Street Journal; 
JAMA). So advertisers have long used 

content and information as ways to target 
their commercial messages to a targeted 

audience. Consequently, as our industry 
enters one industry (content) it has a golden 

opportunity to enter another. In fact, I’ll say it more strongly – 
without a complementary advertising strategy, content strategies 
will fail. Unsubsidized content will simply appear too expensive 
compared with its ad-subsidized competition.

I’ll cut to the chase. Content and advertising “in the large” represent 
by far the largest and most realistic new revenue opportunity for the 
communications industry. According to independent analysts, the 
global media market is twice as large as the global mobile and broad-
band telecoms markets, combined. We need not capture 100 percent of 
this opportunity and assuredly we won’t. But at roughly $2.2 trillion in 
2012, the pot of new, non-cross elastic revenues is the only one with the 
potential to make up for revenue losses and fuel profitable growth.

This is not a simple transition. But fortunately, our industry has several 
inherent advantages that make this task realistic. I’ll discuss those advan-
tages and other top-of-mind issues in the next several issues.  NGN

Grant F. Lenahan is Vice President and Strategist, Service Delivery 
Solutions at Telcordia Technologies (www.telcordia.com).

Where’s Tomorrow’s Money? 
In search of our industry’s most 
realistic and sufficient sources of 
revenue growth and replacement.

Eye on the Money

Content and information is big business. The TV 
and film industries are huge, and music merely 

big. But the web and the Internet are creating an 
explosion of sub-types too numerous to list, but 
these include indie rock, user-generated content, 

trailers, stupid pet tricks, etc.
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Feature Story
By Richard “Zippy” Grigonis

Equipment vendors are having a jolly good time with Ethernet, de-
spite the current recession. Take ANDA Networks, which provides 
carrier-class Ethernet equipment solutions for delivering Metro 
Ethernet services over fiber, copper, and wireless-based access net-
works worldwide. They allow next-gen fiber-based networks with 
managed QoS offerings to maximize bandwidth with incremental 
levels of Ethernet service while lowering operational and capital 
expenditures. They’re also adept at the rapid deployment of Eth-
ernet service to business end-users on traditional legacy networks 
and generating new revenue opportunities by extending the reach 
of Carrier Ethernet service. Finally, they allow Ethernet traffic bun-
dling via intelligent devices situated at multi-tenant buildings or at 
a service providers’ POP or CO.

ANDA’s Greg Gum, CMO, says, “The impact of the current reces-
sion varies, depending on what customer base you’re addressing. 
The carriers were fairly insulated up until just recently. Indeed, most 
carriers tend to be fairly well insulated during recessions because of 
their large capex and recurring revenue base. Given the fact that a 
lot of consolidation has already taken place, the general trends are 
that they can hold back from their capex spends and/or measure 
them relative to what they call success-based deployments, and be 
able to weather the storm much easier than other companies that 
have major ebbs and flows in their cash flow. People don’t get rid of 
their phones. Even in a recession, people tend to use their phones, 
wired or wireless, even more, since they make calls instead of travel-
ing. So, from a general perspective, the Metro Ethernet industry has 
been fairly robust.”

“Over the last two quarters of 2008, we had two up quarters, com-
pared to the first half,” says Gum. “Even in recessionary times, we see 
several trends. One is that the fiber deployments were pretty much 
solidly earmarked for things in the North American markets and even 
in Europe where they had committed their fiber spends. They weren’t 
changing those plans very much, particularly in the business market, 
for business Ethernet services, which is where we focus. A second 
trend is that, from a copper-based deployment perspective, we’ve also 
seen a fairly good ramp-up of folks using Ethernet over traditional 
circuits, such as T1s and E1s and DS3s and E3s, to provide Ethernet 
over existing PDH circuits. Part of that trend is also because of sev-
eral things. For example, if they didn’t have the fiber built out to the 
customer, they would then use their existing circuits and put Ethernet 
over the top of those in the interim, rather than try to deploy new 
fiber. They could do that because these are typically business-space de-
ployments. So the trend during the last half of 2008 is that, even in a 
recessionary time, the operators could use either the copper solutions 
that we have if they need to conserve costs, or if they were continu-
ing their fiber build-out, and they were just building off of their fiber 
spurs, they could then use our fiber products.”

“So, from an ANDA perspective, we actually saw very good third and 
fourth quarters in 2008,” says Gum. “And going into Q1 2009, we have a 
pretty good backlog of orders that we’re trying to build out and ship this 
quarter. The applications that are driving this from a customer perspective 
are, first, we’ve seen several North American carriers basically ditch frame 
relay and move to an all-IP network, specifically one based on Ethernet 
at layer 2. They’re retiring a lot of the old frame relay equipment and in 
Europe, some of the ATM equipment. This is because of cost and the fact 
that much of this equipment is about 10 or 15 years old and the operators 
have taken all of the depreciation of those assets. The second trend is that, 
as the Verizon FiOS, AT&T U-verse and European fiber ring concentra-
tion penetrates from the cities out into the outlying network, operators are 
now starting to build off spurs to business sites using fiber. We’ve seen the 
bandwidth usage pick up too, because of several things: one, Ethernet is 
now de rigueur as a standard for new WAN services. There’s been a pickup 
in carrier bandwidth, both interconnecting to other carriers, thus bringing 
on wholesale Ethernet opportunities, as well as bandwidth increases ow-
ing to the upgrade in the mobile networks, which has driven much of the 
bandwidth capacity increases for the network. For example, if you move 
from 2.5G to 3G or from 3G to LTE, most of the carriers are trying to 
offer between 20 to 25 megabits per subscriber in a new 4G LTE network 
to handle streaming applications and mobile TV, which is a considerable 
amount of bandwidth.”

Beating the Competition to the Punch
Ciena’s Carrier Ethernet Service Switching Family integrates Eth-
ernet services management, a common service-aware operating sys-
tem, and programmable network devices to aggregate and deliver 
business and transport Carrier Ethernet services from the edge of 
the metro/core to the customer. Ciena’s True Carrier Ethernet 
combines the low cost and high capacity of Ethernet with the reli-
ability, management, and service quality associated with SONET/
SDH networks. Ciena also offers their Carrier Ethernet Service Ex-
tension Family, so that service providers can now extend revenue-

Metro/Carrier Ethernet 
Continues Its Conquest

M etro Ethernet is a fast-growing market for 
service providers. Metro Ethernet services 
are often called Carrier Ethernet by provid-

ers, because they now can cover the whole wide area 
too. It provides services primarily to enterprises and can 
save them a lot of money, especially when compared 
to older technologies such as SONET, frame relay or 
ATM. (Of course, you can deliver Ethernet over those 
services too, if for some strange reason you really want 
to.) Ethernet is being pushed as being simpler, cheaper, 
faster and of generally higher performance than com-
peting forms of transport. Still, there’s an old saying in 
the network business: You never get rid of anything. You 
just depreciate the assets or the customers just tend to 
buy an additional service. In the case of Metro/Carrier 
Ethernet however, operators are indeed dropping frame 
relay, SONET and ATM in favor of the new upstart.
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generating Ethernet services to end-customers over fiber or copper 
access networks, and provide Carrier Ethernet transport for legacy 
TDM and ATM services for converged voice/data business services 
and wireless backhaul applications.

David Parks, Director of Product Marketing at Ciena, says, 
“There are many challenges out there now, even if you’re just 
looking at the macroeconomic environment. For service pro-
viders, regardless of what kind of provider they are – telco, ca-
ble MNSO, large or small – they’re all increasingly competing 
in terms of time-to-market. Related to that is time-to-revenue 
and time-to-profitability. One reason this is occurring is be-
cause Carrier Ethernet services are more widely available than 
they were a few years ago. Chances are, if you’re a business cus-
tomer looking to buy a service, you might have two or three 
possible providers with which you can deal. A couple years ago, 
even you could even get the service, there might be just one 
service provider in your area. Things are now good for the end 
user, but it presents some challenges for the service provider. 
Providers also need to find new ways to differentiate the ser-
vices. That’s where we’ve been placing much of our focus these 
days. We ask ourselves, what can we do with our equipment 
and solutions to help our carrier customers differentiate their 
Ethernet services? That’s where ‘service velocity’ also comes 
into play. The service provider who can install, configure and 
provision the service in a very fast and efficient manner will be 
better positioned. That’s where we place much of our develop-
ment right now – developing software functionality that helps 
the provider do that.”

“Getting back to the economic climate,” says Parks, “we’ve found the nice 
thing about Ethernet is that it enables you to do more with less. You can 
get more bandwidth at a lower cost per bit, and you can get more flex-
ibility in the service. You can extend service to more and more locations at 
low cost, so in a down economy there’s a silver lining for Ethernet.”

Troubleshooting Metro/Carrier Ethernet
Companies cut back wherever they can, and carriers are now differ-
ent. Fluke Networks is introducing a new way to help these provid-
ers to test and troubleshoot Carrier Ethernet lines. Fluke Networks 
is known for its solutions for the installation and certification, test-
ing, monitoring and analysis of copper, fiber and wireless networks 
used by enterprises and carriers. The company’s extensive line of 
Network SuperVision Solutions provide network installers, owners, 
and maintainers with the ability to highly optimize network perfor-
mance. Recently they introduced the latest version of their Metro-
Scope analyzer and the ProVision test suite that allows providers to 
quickly test for throughput, loss, latency and jitter in parallel.

Mark Mullins, Fluke’s Carrier Ethernet Marketing Manager, says, 
“Many customers think that simply doing a speed test on their Eth-
ernet connection is a good way to verify whether or not they’re get-
ting the performance for which they’re paying. The problem with 
those speed tests is that you’re testing many things that aren’t re-
ally part of the circuit and you’re not measuring a lot of things that 

might be important to you. If you look at the ITU guidelines for 
the performance of a circuit, you’ll notice that all sorts of things 
need to be measured, such as delay, delay variation and loss. Obvi-
ously, those quick web-based tests don’t give you those kind of per-
formance measures. That’s why as a customer or carrier you should 
care about testing – a lot of high performance applications, real-
time services such as VoIP or video teleconferencing or even highly 
interactive things such as online transaction processing, require that 
you have short delays, short delay variation and you keep packet loss 
to a minimum. That’s why some of these other measurements have 
come up and that’s why RFC 2544 testing has made a lot of inroads 
in the industry. If people do a thorough test on a Carrier Ethernet 
circuit, they’ll tend to use the RFC 2544 tests, which measures the 
five main factors: throughput, loss, latency and jitter being the most 
important ones – to really characterize the performance of a Carrier 
Ethernet circuit.”

“If you’re installing a new circuit, you go to the customer’s site, 
hook up a tester to each end of the circuit, and then run the 
RFC 2544 suite of tests and then you’ll really know what the 
performance of the circuit happens to be,” says Mullins. “You 
could do this when you’re installing a new circuit, or trouble-
shooting an existing one. It’s become a standard test. Addition-
ally, we’ve developed a device called a Reflector which allows 
you to test circuits without having to buy a second fully-fea-
tured product. The Reflector costs about $1,000, as opposed 
to an $8,000 test set. You can put the Reflector at the far end 
of the circuit and use that for the test. When we debuted the 
MetroScope about a year ago, that was one of our first price 
‘breakthroughs’ to reduce the cost of testing by about 40 per-
cent. That’s turned out to be very popular.”

“Based on our expertise with IP, our MetroScope can show you the 
traffic levels, protocols, who’s doing the talking on the network,” says 
Mullins, “and we can actually discover all of the devices that are on 
the network. We can analyze the VLAN connections. This and the 
Reflector have been our biggest advantages over the competition. 
But it has also restricted the size of the market that we can pursue, 
because, in the Carrier Ethernet world, there are a few technicians 
or even engineers who can take advantage of all of this ability to 
test operating networks. There are many more technicians out there 
who just want to plug it in, run a test, and tell you whether or not 
the circuit’s good – that basic RFC 2544 type of testing. That’s my 
lead-in to our new product, the MetroScope LT.”

“Since we’ve found that many technicians don’t have either the need 
or the experience to use much of this capability to test the operating 
networks,” says Mullins, “we decided to take it out and make a less 
expensive version for those kind of technicians that doesn’t have all 
of those extra features that they don’t really need and/or they don’t 
really know how to use. That’s what our new MetroScope LT is all 
about. It still has the ability to measure the network performance, but 
when it comes to debugging the actual traffic on the network, that’s 
a small part of the job for most people, so we took out the associated 
pricing and cost and voila, we got what we call the MetroScope LT, 
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which is just a fancy way of saying ‘Lite’. It’s a base model. Between the 
MetroScope LT and the Reflector, you can actually test a circuit for 
half the price of the absolutely cheapest thing that’s out there today.”

Meanwhile, over at Soapstone Networks, they develop resource 
and service control software that automates the service lifecycle 
for carriers and large enterprises. Soapstone enables customers 
to evolve their network and service offerings independently by 
bringing centralized control to transport and separating services 
from the underlying transport technologies.

Esmeralda Swartz, the Co-Founder of Soapstone Networks, says, 
“Soapstone provides a resource for a service management frame-
work that works across a multivendor network. In the Carrier 
Ethernet space, many people talk about it as if it were around for 
a while. The reality is that only recently with the emergence of 
some of the OEM functionality, and some of the new hardware; 
that you now have the ability to leverage Ethernet technology 
in a big way in carrier networks. What that means is that there 
is a lot of functionality, particularly around the OAM area, of 
which carriers want to take advantage. One of the challenges, 
however, is that there are varying degrees of support across all 
of the equipment suppliers. One of the jobs that we perform is 
allowing a carrier to in effect build a multivendor network of 
equipment that will all work together. We are essentially provid-
ing that management framework that deals with the interoper-
ability on the data plane and is also able to provide a common 
OAM capability across all of the supported vendors.”

“We essentially abstract the different vendor implementa-
tion differences across some of the supported standards,” says 
Swartz. “One of the reasons that carriers have difficulty in 
building out multivendor networks is that they themselves end 
up having to deal with the vagaries of different vendor imple-
mentations. So what they’re really looking for is a way to pro-
vide an end-to-end service experience across all of these differ-
ent domains and across different NEPs. One of the challenges 
is, how do you manage that end-to-end service? That’s where 
Soapstone’s solutions makes its mark. Our job is to understand 
the service from the access network to the metro network and 
then to the MPLS core network.”

“I would say that another big challenge is that carriers in particu-
lar having to pay a lot closer attention to what the intended ser-
vice behavior actually was, and what the network’s actually doing,” 
says Swartz. “One of the aspects of that is the ability to do rapid 
troubleshooting, so they need a system that allows them to view the 
network in real time, in essence correlating what the service request 
was, what the network is actually doing and how you respond to 
issues that occur in the network.”

The Evolution to Ethernet
Redback Networks (an Ericsson company since January 2007) 
specializes in providing scalable solutions for fixed and mobile 
carrier networks that can deliver next-gen broadband services 

such as VoIP, IPTV, on-demand video, and online gaming. 
Based in San Jose, California, Redback Networks has more than 
500 carrier customers worldwide.

Jeff Baher, Senior Director of Product Marketing at Redback, 
says, “Ericsson acquired us because of their intent to move 
to an all-IP infrastructure. In particular, Ericsson’s bent is 
toward mobile communications, and on the mobile side 
certainly, over a long time period, almost everything in the 
4G infrastructure will go all-IP. Through the years, Ericsson 
had a partnership with Juniper and was doing most of their 
R&D through basically delivering their software through 
Juniper platforms. In particular, the GGSN, and other 
Ericsson products were coming from Juniper and other IP 
vendors. But Ericsson was taking those and building solutions 
around those point products. That worked for a number of 
years, and Ericsson had a Number 1 position in the GGSN 
or the xGSN market, by developing their own software and 
delivering that on Juniper platforms. But around 2001 it was 
pretty clear that these infrastructures and the role that IP was 
playing , was becoming a lot more significant. Ericsson needed 
to have a tighter relationship among the IP technologies they 
were selling through in their solutions, and that’s what drove 
Ericsson to look at what IP vendos were out there – Cisco, 
Juniper, Redback – and then determining what vendor they 
could essentially acquire so they could exercise their own 
control over the IP technologies in these solutions.”

“Ericsson bought into our SmartEdge technology and platform be-
cause, over the years, Redback had generalized their platform to do 
IP and MPLS routing,” says Baher. “So in addition to the subscriber 
management, the Redback platform has emerged as a bona fide car-
rier class IP router along the way. And, for a number of solutions 
that Ericsson sells, they needed IP routing platforms in their own 
portfolio. So since the acquisition we’ve worked aggressively to get 
our SmartEdge platform engineered into as many of the solutions as 
Ericsson sells as possible, such as mobile packet backbone, mobile 
backhaul, and various solutions that basically support the evolution 
of the mobile infrastructure.”

“In that same period of time that we’ve positioned the SmartEdge 
into these Ericsson solutions,” says Baher, “we also introduced a new 
platform, the SM 480 Metro-Ethernet Service Transport, which we 
introduced in June 2008. The motivation behind this was to build 
a platform that had a stronger focus on Ethernet for metro applica-
tions. That meant that there’s a few things that weren’t required in 
terms of interfaces and the level of IP intelligence. So we were able 
to harness the Ethernet requirement and cost-optimize the feature 
set, so we could build a platform to go deep into the metro area 
to deliver Ethernet. It works and complements the existing Smart-
Edge, but it allows the carriers to extend their packet footprint far-
ther into the metro area.”

“We would agree that as carriers migrate to a packet infrastruc-
ture, the dominant interface that things will eventually converge 
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on will be Ethernet,” says Baher. “From that perspective, Ether-
net doesn’t represent necessarily a new platform or a new specif-
ic location in the network. It really just refers to the changeover 
from traditional TDM interfaces or ATM interfaces on switches 
and routers to Ethernet interfaces. We can see that at peering 
points which traditionally might have been OC3 or OC12 con-
nections. Now you’ll see Ethernet or Gigabit Ethernet peering. 
Carriers are looking to adopt Ethernet technologies even within 
the POP as you connect edge routers to core routers. The in-
terfaces were historically SDH packet-over-SONET interfaces. 
Those are now becoming Ethernet interfaces.”

Something for Nothing?
Sorrento Networks is a global provider of metro optical access 
solutions. Sorrento’s WDM and ROADM products enable car-
riers and enterprises to inexpensively add capacity to their ex-
isting optical networks without investing in additional fiber ca-
bling, thanks to optimization. Sorrento recently unveiled a new 
Ethernet-centric product.  

Jim Nevelle, CEO of Sorrento Networks, says, “We are a metro 
WDM equipment provider. We picture this world in three parts: 
First, the long-haul core infrastructutre which we picture to be 
the Alcatel-Lucents, Fujitsus, and those fellows. Then you have the 
metro players, which is us. We play in the world of Transmode, 
BTI and those folks. And then we also deal with the access portion 
of the network, which is more of a last-mile CPE environment. In 
the metro world we have customers such as Cox, Comcast and tw 
telecom. We deploy overseas in places such as Neos Networks, a 
tier 2 provider in the U.K., and Deutche Telecom in Germany. We 
also have deployments in southeast Asia and Australia.”

“So we’re heavily deployed in the metro environment,” says 
Nevelle. “We’re seeing Metro Ethernet driving the carrier space 
right now. If it’s not their number one priority, it’s at least up 
there in the top set, with every one of our carrier customers. Ev-
eryone wants to know how to deliver Gigabit Ethernet services 
and offerings out to their customer base more effectively. We 
are seeing companies that might not have had the this initia-
tive in January 2008, but now it’s definitely their initiative in 
January 2009. Even with the interesting economic times we’re 
seeing today, everyone is still basically putting their resources 
and time and effort into more and more delivery of Ethernet 
services, especially into the metro environment.”

“First, Ethernet enjoys ease of use,” sayd Nevelle. “It’s readily accepted 
and adoptable. People like it. It’s uniform, standardized. And it’s rela-
tively inexpensive compared to competing technologies, so it allows 
people to basically jump on the bandwagon, if you will, and take advan-
tage of the economies of scale of which Ethernet is capable. People now 
also see with Ethernet that it’s stable. You can actually use Ethernet now 
as a transport vehicle. It’s no longer being contained within an office 
building on a LAN. You can now utilize it within a WAN environment, 
particularly in the metro area, and receive just as good if not better qual-
ity of service than you were getting prior to adopting Ethernet.”

“Since we deploy in the metro world, all of our customers ask us 
how to effectively deliver Ethernet solutions, particularly Gigabit 
Ethernet solutions out to the customers,” says Nevelle. “Hence the 
reason why we rolled out our new optical Ethernet transport card. 
What we’ve done with the OET card is to allow customers to go 
out and fire up a 10-gig wavelength in a metro environment. The 
customer can now tap into it anywhere they go. So here’s one of the 
‘nuances’ of metro deployments. If you get into the core world and 
start deploying large WDM infrastructures, you know you’re going 
to achieve some economies of scale, because you have a backbone 
infrastructure and you have X number of circuits thrown on there, 
and you know you’ll get some sort of return on investment, because 
it’s an aggregation point. The problem is that, when you flip over to 
the WDM metro world, let’s just say that everybody’s crystal ball 
isn’t as clear. You know you have a ring, you know you have some 
capacity in the field somewhere, just as going through a city, but 
you just don’t know where the next circuit going to light up. You 
don’t know where the salesperson is going to sell the next circuit. 
That causes issues, because the provider doesn’t know if he should 
build his infrastructure ahead of time or wait until the actual order 
appears in hand. What do they do? Ethernet pricing has basically 
achieved a sort of parity, so now the question becomes how fast you 
can deliver these circuits. No one has the money to build the cir-
cuits in advance and have them ready and waiting. So in the metro 
world they wanted to find a way to minimize the initial cost but 
allow them to deliver services faster. And so with our OET line card 
we can light up a 10-gig wavelength circuit all the way around the 
ring and then allow the customer to tap into that 10-gig of Ethernet 
bandwidth anytime they want, wherever they need it.”

Everybody Loves Ethernet
It’s true. Long-range versions of Ethernet are slowly displacing older 
TDM, frame relay and ATM transport. Ethernet has too much go-
ing for it (cost, ease-of-use and quick deployment) for any compet-
ing form of transport to dominate.   NGN

Richard Grigonis is Executive Editor of TMC’s IP 
Communications Group.
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Sorrento Networks
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Such a neat bag of tricks requires some sophisticated technology, 
provided by companies such as Integra5, which is known for ‘blend-
ing the bundle’ of services into new communications experiences 
that span multiple consumer devices for subscribers of cable and 
IPTV worldwide. Integra5’s i5 Converged Services Platform (i5 
CSP) combines real-time voice, video, broadband and mobile data 
into converged applications – such as MediaFriends™ TV Chat, 
TV/PC Caller ID, Message Waiting Alerts, Customer Care Alerts, 
Content Alerts and more – that include personalization, active call 
control and social media features for delivery across TVs, PCs, and 
mobile and landline phones. The i5 CSP, found in many IPTV and 
cable networks, supports advanced IMS, tru2way and EBIF tech-
nology architectures.

Integra5’s Steve Borelli, Vice President of Marketing and Business 
Development, says, “Our sweetspot is in delivering next-gen com-
munication experiences across the bundle – TV, PC, Internet and 
Mobile. That’s our core business. We don’t do movies or games. We 
do communications across the bundle of services. More specifically, 
our flagship product was caller ID, and what really took off for us 
was TV caller ID. We also do PC caller ID and caller ID where, 
when somebody’s calling your home phone, we actually send an 
SMS message to your mobile phone so you know who’s calling 
home. We do all kinds of blended caller ID. But you can see how we 
use the TV, PC the mobile, the landline phone and we blend it all 
together. Now we’ve moved well past that.”

“In talking about multiplay and bundling,” says Borelli, “if you go 
back two or three years ago, many operators were just trying to get 
their triple or multiplay bundle in place. If they were a cable com-
pany, they were adding phone service. If they were a telco, they were 
adding IPTV. Everybody was just trying to round out their core ser-
vice offering. But as that started to settle in place, what did it mean 
to the consumer? Initially, all it meant to the consumer was that you 
had three services that were from the same operator, but basically 
they were all siloed services. And you probably got a bottom-of-the-
bill discount. That’s where i5 entered the scene. We said, ‘Hey, now 

that you have a triple play, we can actually start taking different ser-
vices and make them work across the different devices and really give 
the consumer bundling, not from a billing perspective, but from an 
actual end user experience.’ We’ve been doing this for several years 
now. TV caller ID and some of our other offerings are very main-
stream and we’ve got over 40 customers now in seven countries. 
That takes us to the present day. Now what? We’re blending and 
differentiating services, and they’re popular. But where things are 
going now is that we’re all getting into more sophisticated services. 
There’s definitely more going on in terms of ties to mobile devices. 
Mobile is huge. But if you’re a cable operator and a telco, and you 
don’t own your own mobile network, how can you tie services to 
that? That’s another area where Integra5 plays a big role.”

“We’re just now rolling out a service we call MediaFriends Chat,” 
says Borelli. “That’s a service that’s a closed group chat and it takes 
place on the TV around a sporting event, a program or whatever 
the group wants to chat about. Here’s how it taps into the multi-
play aspect of the system: The consumer uses their computer to 
set up their buddy list, groups, friends, or whatever. It sends out a 
message such as, ‘Do you want to be in Steve Borelli’s New Eng-
land Patriots Group?’ And people opt in. So it’s a lot like social 
networking and things that people have formerly done only on 
the PC. But then let’s say one of the Patriots games is now on TV 
and I now want to invite those friends to chat with me in real 
time on my TV while the game is being watched simultaneously. 
Now, I go to the TV device and pick up the remote control. We 
use the good old-fashioned universal buttons – A, B and C – that 
are on everybody’s remote. Nothing fancy, no onscreen keyboards. 
I hit the universal ‘B’ button and bring up my lists. I can use my 

T he days of simple triple, quad-play and other 
types of service bundles are giving way to 
sophisticated new combinations of services 

where functionality associated with one device and 
service can appear in another venue entirely. Caller ID 
and chat on your TV? Why not? Blending and modifying 
services can provide both consumers and business users 
with a slick, futuristic communications experience.

Multiplay Services, Bundling 
and Blending
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regular arrow buttons on the remote to invite my New England 
Patriots friends to watch the game and chat with me now. I select 
that and press Send. Now, if my friends are on their TV, they see 
an invitation appear on the corner of the screen: ‘Steve’s inviting 
you to go watch the Patriots. Do you want to go or not?’ They 
can ignore the invitation or they can accept it. If they accept it, it 
autotunes their TV to the Patriots game, and up comes basically 
a chat bar that goes underneath the programming. We don’t over-
lay the programming or interrupt what’s happening, because that 
program is what’s really fuelling the conversation. But we make it a 
bit smaller. It takes up about three-quarters of the screen, because 
now the chat bar is there.”

“In terms of actually doing the chat, you obviously don’t want 
to use a clumsy onscreen keyboard,” says Borelli. “You don’t 
want to use a wireless keyboard either. Those things have prov-
en to be not very popular. Instead, people can take their mobile 
phone and on the screen a little phone number appears. All 
they have to do is text to the mobile phone and all of their 
messages and chats will be posted to that group setting on the 
TV. It’s a closed group, so you know everybody. Your buddies 
are posting to your MediaFriends Chat, while you’re watching 
the game, all in real time. It thus leverages your TV and your 
mobile device for what they do best and it really creates a true, 
multiplay, blended experience for the customer that is truly a 
social entertainment experience.”

“So things are definitely becoming more mobile, definitely more 
social media and social entertainment in nature,” says Borelli. 
“Those are huge from where we play and obviously in the 
communications space, that’s really quite hot. Basically, we’re 
truly enabling the operator to leverage the fact that they provide 
all of these services and in some cases, such as use of the mobile, 
these guys don’t even have to be the mobile operator, because 
we’re enabling text messaging and tying that to an application. 
So if you’re a cable company and you don’t have a mobile 
solution yet, you’re still a hero with your customers because 
you’re enabling applications that tie to the mobile device.”

“Many people talk about video, games and pure entertainment,” 
says Borelli. “But what we’ve learned in our journey is that the com-
munications category is just as important and valuable to the con-
sumer. The consumer has a high willingness to pay for such com-
munications. These are all services that are uplifting for the total 
revenue of the operator and their satisfaction ratings. We know that 
consumers love it and they want more of it.”

“Now look at things from the perspective of the mobile operator, 
and all they have to offer is that mobile device,” says Borelli. “We 
also have ways in which we can bridge that mobile operator’s ser-
vices onto a PC or another device, so the operator can now start to 
enjoy that multi-device, multi-screen world where, if I happen to be 
using my PC and that’s my device of choice as a consumer, then I 
can use it. If I happen to be using my mobile phone and I’m on-the-
go, then I can use that. We truly can blend services across various 
devices so consumers can use them how and when they want.”

Exploring the Idea of Fused Services 
Cedar Point Communications became famous with its totally 
integrated voice and multimedia switch that provides IT de-
partments and network operators with a less expensive, less 
complex VoIP alternative to distributed softswitching and 
legacy PBX telephony options.

Rafael Fonseca, Vice President of Applications and Market Devel-
opment at Cedar Point, says, “We’ve been tracking trends. We not 
only ask customers what they’re thinking about, but also what their 
customers are thinking about. There are essentially a couple of forc-
es at work. One has to do with tendencies from the user space which 
are tightly coupled to the endpoints. Even when we started in 2000 
we could see a big push toward offering telephone service by non-
traditional providers. They saw IP as a technology that would de-
liver that service. Cable operators were in the forefront of that push. 
At that time, the data and voice components were still pretty much 
separate from each other. Many endpoints now showing up in the 
marketplace are multimedia/multiservice. As such, they still require 
the use of the network for transactions and communications. When 
we started, we saw voice as the beachfront, and then we would even-
tually move toward a multimedia/multi-play/multiservice environ-
ment. We’ve coined the term ‘fused services’ as part of this.”

“Additionally, we’re seeing a new kind of user,” says Fonseca. “They 
have more economic buying power and they use endpoints in a 
very proficient way. Early on, people would describe these users as 
too young to buy anything. But now they’re reaching the market-
place and they use advanced services that the endpoints demand 
and they can pay for them. Our SAFARI C3 Media Switching 
System was originally coined a ‘Voice-over-IP’ switch, but it’s 
really a SIP-based multimedia switch. Our customers have been 
successful attracting subscribers to voice, video and data services – 
which are still independent silos – there’s very little if any interac-
tion between them. Our whole intent is to help our customers so 
they can answer some questions: One, ‘How do I retain subscrib-
ers?’ There’s going to be a big push to regaining customers by the 
incumbents. Two, ‘How can I generate more revenue out of this 
subscriber base that I have?’ In our view, there are a few services 
capable of doing this. It involves the ability to change your percep-
tion of what voice, video and data services are.”

“Today, for example, your video service is basically a standalone 
service,” says Fonseca. “It doesn’t really interact with anything else. 
Same with your data and voice services. Our whole idea is to create 
a fusion of these services in such a way so that you can have fea-
tures that interact with different appliances that were traditionally 
associated with one of these services. For example, a simple one 
that people have talked about for a long time because it has a lot 
of power, is caller on TV. You’re taking a feature that was tradi-
tionally known as a telephony feature, such as caller ID, and now 
you’re spanning it toward an appliance that normally was associ-
ated with video or TV service. So now you have this interesting 
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fusion of a call feature that’s interacting with two appliances that 
normally reside in different service silos. Now, however, they are 
part of a given service. What that does is to give you a good base 
for changing the mindset of what voice services are in the eyes of 
the person paying for that service. It also changes what that appli-
ance, called the TV set, can do for you.”

“In the longer term, you can use your TV set or PC as a call 
control vehicle that allows you to terminate a call, or indicate 
that you don’t want to be disturbed right now, and send calls 
directly to voicemail,” says Fonseca. “You’ll be able to do that 
with your TV remote control at some point. Or, if you’re surf-
ing on a PC, you can do the same thing. That’s part of the idea 
of fusing these services in such a way that now these services 
don’t appear similar to what the competition could be offering. 
Then, when you start adding mobile endpoints in a quad-play, 
now you’re creating a base for the ability to redirect this ser-
vice or combination of services to different endpoints, depend-
ing on who you are, where you are and the network on which 
you’re registered. That in a nutshell are the trends we see and 
the dynamics at play here.”

“What we’re doing at Cedar Point with SAFARI is that we 
recognize that, in reality, transactions are transactions between 
endpoints,” says Fonseca. “It’s about how these endpoints 
interact with the network and with the application layer in 
our customer networks, and how the media gets transported 
to those different endpoints. We recognize that Cedar Point 
has a wealth of assets in SAFARI that could be leveraged to 
the multimedia components. We can take a session and make 
it richer by fusing different services that include voice, data or 
voice, video and data.”

Working the Network Edge
U4EA Technologies provides multi-service business gateways 
that enable service providers to deploy highly integrated and 
easily manageable IP communications solutions to SMB and 
enterprise customers. U4EA’s all-in-one customer premises 
devices are supported by the company’s QoS mechanisms that 
ensure the secure, reliable and cost-effective delivery of con-
verged VoIP, data and video services. The U4EA Fusion Series 
includes advanced network signaling gateways that carriers use 
to interconnect legacy networks and equipment with next-gen 
networks. Also, U4EA Wireless delivers solutions for SMB 
mobility applications.

U4EA’s Jim Greenway, Vice President of Marketing, says, “Our 
positioning is squarely toward unified communications. Now, 
UC has turned into a large category, and the definition can be 
overwhelming sometimes. We view it as the ongoing conver-
gence of voice, data, video and any real-time or semi-real-time 
media streams. As a company, we’ve been around for almost 10 
years, founded on some unique QoS technology. It’s the only 

multidimensional QoS in the market that’s equipped to deal 
with unified communications. We can deal with multiple real-
time or near real-time applications, be it voice, video, cloud 
computing, presence, OCS, and things that require a single 
pipe from an SMB, say, but also requires you to carefully man-
age that bandwidth so that all of the applications will indeed 
work in the network. We have a whole series of MSBGs, or 
Multi-Service Business Gateways. MSBGs are an edge or a 
boundary device. They can incorporate session border con-
trol, but we actually sit at the network edge on the customer 
premise. I’d say the MSBG is an evolution of the IAD [Inte-
grated Access Device]. We combine routing, switching, voice 
gateways, security features such as firewalls and stateful packet 
inspection. We combine four or five key devices that an SMB 
or an enterprise branch would have to go out and buy and try 
and cobble together. We can put all of that functionality into 
a single device. Fundamental to that is our QoS software that 
helps control multiple streams.”

“For example, in our suite we target SMBs and enterprise 
branch offices that want to deploy more than just voice or data 
or keep them totally separate,” says Greenway. “When a service 
provider says, ‘I’m going to roll out UC to an SMB’ and they’re 
going to have voice, data, video and wireless mobility on prem-
ise, they need a single converged edge device. And that’s what 
we produce, the MSBG.”

It’s a Whole New World of MultiPlay
As time goes on, our long-time association of certain functions with 
certain devices will begin to blur as multiplay services and blending 
technologies begin to affect networks everywhere. Along with great 
flexibility in communications and entertainment there will come new 
services and ways for old devices to do new tricks. The familiar, clear-
cut uses for devices, appliances and applications will be replaced with 
a blended, synergized amalgam of super-flexible and varied function-
ality. (But all still on one bill, thankfully.)  NGN

Richard Grigonis is Executive Editor of TMC’s IP Communications Group.
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Cedar Point Communications
www.cedarpointcom.com
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The existing backhaul infrastructure includes equipment, 
OSS systems, and operational staff that must be accounted 
for when setting the direction for a 4G backhaul architecture. 
Connection-oriented Ethernet (COE) promises high quality, 
protected, broad-scale aggregation for the Ethernet traffic 
that will dominate 4G backhaul networks. COE provides 
deterministic point-to-point paths for Ethernet connections 
and reserves resources for those connections through the 
network. This resource reservation, coupled with admission 
control, minimizes packet loss, latency, and jitter and allows 
for 50ms dedicated protection switching.

The industry is examining several options for COE, includ-
ing PBB-TE, VLAN switching, PWE3/MPLS, MPLS-TP, and 
T-MPLS. Also, there are various approaches for T1 circuit 
emulation (in addition to native SONET transport) to sup-
port existing 2.5G/3G wireless networks. These technologies 
have enormous differences in operations, performance, and the 

ability to integrate into current backhaul networks. Fujitsu 
Network Communications, for example, has concluded that 
Ethernet-only approaches – PBB-TE and VLAN switching – 
provide significant advantages over IP/MPLS approaches in 
provisioning simplicity, software management, OSS integra-
tion, and network evolution. Carriers can leverage their exist-
ing network investment to support both TDM and packet traf-
fic requirements in 2G, 3G, and 4G networks.

Fiber certainly has the capacity to support many mobile users, 
but it costs a lot and it can take many months to dig a trench to 
a cellular base station, not to mention the time needed for per-
missions to excavate in the first place. That’s why microwave 
links are becoming popular.

For example, Exalt Communications designs, makes and mar-
kets next-gen wireless backhaul systems for service providers and 
enterprises worldwide. Exalt products are designed to solve the 
network bottlenecks associated with the increasing demand for 

IP-based voice, data and video applications 
and the resulting migration from TDM to 

IP-based networks.

Amir Zoufonoun, Founder and CEO 
of Exalt Communications, says, “We’ve 
focused on what we call a huge univer-
sal problem. People across all industries 

are now shifting their networks toward 
IP from TDM. Everybody realizes that’s a 

better way to move traffic, and they can save 
money. The way we win against our competi-

tors is that we offer TDM and IP capabilities in every prod-
uct we ship. Operators value that because they know they’re 
going to transition to IP, but they also have a tremendous in-
vestment in their existing TDM infrastructure, and they want 
to preserve that investment as long as possible. So we give the 
customer a path to smooth the transition from TDM to IP, 
which is of great value to them. The same dynamics are at play 
in the government market, whether it involves things such as a 

A s bandwidth-hungry mobile multimedia ap-
plications follow Voice-over-4G on a world-
wide scale, many network operators are 

rushing to supplant their old T1 or E1 copper backhaul 
lines with fiber and/or microwave connections. There is 
no single magic solution for ramping up backhaul – it 
must be worked out on a site-by-site basis.

Wireless Backhaul – Faster, 
Bigger and Better

Fiber certainly has the capacity to support many 
mobile users, but it costs a lot and it can take 
many months to dig a trench to a cellular base 

station, not to mention the time needed for 
permissions to excavate in the first place. That’s 

why microwave links are becoming popular.
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camera backhaul application in the Homeland Security world, 
or in a mobile network for backhauling traffic from a cell site, 
as we transition from 2G to 3G and eventually 4G. So, the dy-
namics are the same and the drivers are the same, and in all 
cases people are talking about delivering hundreds of mega-
bits per second, so the days of expanding a system sufficiently 
just by adding another T1 or E1 are gone. It won’t solve the 
bandwidth problem because every person is expecting tens of 
megabits of bandwidth to be delivered into their device, be it a 
laptop, PDA or smartphone.”

“We saw this bandwidth problem appearing four or five years 
ago,” says Zoufonoun, “and indeed it turned out to be the 
problem from a backhaul standpoint. We see more and more 
proof points concerning these two trends: the transition to 
IP and huge increases in the demands for bandwidth. So we’re 
absolutely sure we’re on the right track.”

“In mobile networks, 4G is around the corner,” says Zoufo-
noun, “and you need multi-hundred megabit-per-second band-
width at the network edge, which means you need a lot more 
than that in the ‘middle-mile’ of the network. And then there’s 
a mix of TDM and IP-based base station technologies, ranging 
from TDMA, CDMA and GSM to HSPA, EVDO, WiMAX 
and then LTE. So this is definitely driving the way people think 
about backhaul – they want to put a backhaul system in place 
that’s ‘future proof ’ and that’s music to our ears, because we’ve 
developed a universal platform with that capability.”

“In terms of the economics of backhaul,” says Zoufounoun, “in 
the legacy, voice-dominant networks, on a good day, the car-
riers make 8 cents on a dollar. As we transition toward data-
dominant services, however that model is not sustainable. Car-
riers are spending about $20 billion a year on these backhaul 
services. So money is available, that’s part of the carriers’ Opex, 
so the question is, how do you scale? What do you do? The an-
swer is microwave radio, the payback period of which for very 
high speeds is measured in a few months. So it makes a lot of 
sense to fund microwave backhaul connections with Opex and 
pay for it, own it outright within a few months, and then have 
no recurring charges after that.”

“An alternative solution is to install new fiber,” says Zoufou-
noun. “But running new fiber to every base station doesn’t 
make sense because it costs $200,000 per mile. Wireless micro-

wave, on the other hand, has been following a sort of Moore’s 
Law. The price is constantly going down, and the functionality 
is going up. At the same time, you can instantly deploy these 
microwave devices, whereas with fiber you have a very long 
wait time, sometimes up to nine months or even longer. And 
there are instances involving zoning issues where you can’t even 
run fiber to where you want it to go.”

“So our mission at Exalt Communications is to create a ‘one-stop shop’ 
for microwave backhaul,” says Zoufounoun. “Today it’s mostly point-to-
point in nature. But point-to-point is just one topology. People are used 
to it and they know how to deal with it. But their mindset has to change 
within the customer base to use other topologies. Also, as microwave is 
used more frequently, people will think differently about the way they 
deploy microwave if it becomes their primary backhaul connection as 
opposed to being a ‘last resort’ alternative or auxiliary connection. Peo-
ple will then think about more complex topologies and start deploying 

them. We’re definitely on that bandwagon. We are 
highly supportive of other topologies. It’s not just 

a technology question, it’s really a psychological 
question. Are operators comfortable designing 
a complete network made up of microwave ra-
dios? Once they are comfortable with that, we 
at Exalt think that other topologies are going 
to be part of these networks.”

“In any event, the market is really big,” says 
Zoufounoun. “About $5.7 billion today. How-

ever, it is fragmented. I got excited in this space 
in 2003 and returned to it after 24 years because providers were not 
moving at the same rate that the market was progressing. They’re ex-
tremely customer-driven, and there’s an opportunity for a new com-
pany such as Exalt to come in and take share, serving the market a bit 
better in terms of offering innovative and future-proof products.”

Subtle Complexities in the Marketplace
Tellabs provides solutions for wireline and mobile networks, in-
cluding the Tellabs IntegratedMobile solution that transports new 
3G services and streamlines mobile networks to lower backhaul 
costs; the Tellabs DynamicHome solution that brings to the home 
the triple play of broadband voice, data and video services; the Tel-
labs MultiservicePLuS and AssuredEthernet solutions that deliver 
business services; and Tellabs Global Services which provides pro-
fessional services for networks.

Stu Benington, Tellabs’ Director of Portfolio Marketing, says, 
“We divide the mobile backhaul market into discrete chunks. 
The market varies by both region and the demographics of a giv-
en country or specific market. There are emerging markets that 
we target, and those are characterized as still being 2G and GSM 
ramp-ups. The challenge with these operators is getting tens or 
hundreds of thousands of subscribers added every quarter, and 
achieving scale as quickly as possible – nothing fancy, just get-
ting those raw subscriber counts up. And then there’s the more 
developed economies that are attempting to manage this transi-
tion from 2G to 3G to 4G.”
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“In any event, the market is really big,” says 
Zoufounoun. “About $5.7 billion today. However, 
it is fragmented. I got excited in this space in 

2003 and returned to it after 24 years because 
providers were not moving at the same rate that 

the market was progressing...”
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From the Desk of Michael Khalilian
by Michael Khalilian

The NGN IMS Forum, the only industry association dedicated 
to interoperability and certification of IP Multimedia Subsystem 
(IMS) and Next Generation Networks (NGN) applications and 
services, has announced that that its seventh IMS/NGN Plugfest 
will be held June 1-5, 2009 at the InterOperability Lab (UNH 
IOL) in Durham, NH. The NGN IMS Forum Plugfests are the 
industry’s only interoperability events covering NGN services 
over 3G, LTE, WiMAX, wireline and cable broadband.

The Plugfest 7 will cover all types of interfaces used in IMS, 
NGN, LTE and WiMAX utilizing Diameter for control and 
management, network operations (OSS/BSS) and integration 
with NGN applications and services. The event will address 

the needs of protocol stack vendors and users, equipment ven-
dors using Diameter in functions such as Call Session Control, 
Home Subscriber Servers, Charging, Policy Management, and 
Security. Diameter is an Internet (IETF) protocol developed to 
strengthen security and augment functionality of RADIUS (Re-
mote Authentication Dial In User Service) and to deliver AAA 
(Authentication, Authorization and Accounting) functionality 
in Next Generation Networks. Together Diameter and the SIP 
(Session Initiation Protocol) support the delivery of voice, vid-
eo, text and multimedia in NGN, or “all IP networks”.

With this Plugfest we continue to expand further into service de-
livery, the control and management, including billing, protocols 
and standards according to NGN, LTE and IMS architecture and 
framework. Plugfest 7 is a continuation of the IMS Plugfest series 
that started two years ago.

Forum membership and Plugfest participation is open to all com-
panies. For online registration and info contact the forum at: info@
imsforum.org or visit www.NGNforum.org.  NGN

Michael Khalilian is Chairman and President of the NGN Forum™ & 
IMS Forum® (www.NGNForum.org, info@NGNForum.org).

NGN Forum & IMS Forum 
Expands Its Plugfest Series

“Then there’s the matter of what sort of physical connectivity is 
taking place, whether it’s copper, microwave or fiber,” says Be-
nington. “That’s a very important piece of the puzzle, but it’s 
certainly not the only piece as an operator undergoes this migra-
tion. It’s just as challenging as navigating the changes in technol-
ogy that goes over the physical connection. There’s traditional 
TDM circuitry was set up for 2G and still is used pretty heavily 
out there and then with the initial stages of 3G ramp-up there 
was a lot of ATM RAN [Radio Access Network] deployments. 
Moving on to Ethernet and IP, that’s now in various stages of ac-
ceptance as these transitions occur.”

“One key thing we see and have worked with our customers on, 
involves looking at all of the variables that come into play when 
you’re trying to manage this migration, both to provide the best 
end user experience and for achieving the lowest cost of rolling out 
the services from capital and operational standpoints,” says Ben-
ington. “That could concern what physical media you use, what 
types of lu bearer traffic connections you should use, what your 
network architecture topology looks like. Is it point-to-point? 
A ring? A mesh? What interfaces are you talking about from the 
transmission side as well as from the infrastructure side? As an ex-
ample, you might say, ‘Hey, let’s go deploy Ethernet to the cell site, 
because it has many properties that help us move to 3G and 4G.’ 
That may be all well and good, but there might be connections for 
the radio interface that are still TDM, because there’s a lot of that 
technology still out there. Or it’s a mix of TDM and Ethernet. 
How do you ‘combine’ that over whatever backhaul you’re doing, 
be it microwave, copper, or what you?”

“Other considerations relate to what the business model looks like in a 
given market,” says Benington. “In the U.S. it’s basically a retail/wholesale 
model. That brings with it certain financial considerations that are differ-
ent than the technology considerations. T1 is still dirt cheap from a whole-
sale standpoint in America. Financially it makes sense to continue to use 
T1s, even though the best technical solution is to make some aggressive 
moves toward Ethernet over fiber, or a more IP-centric architecture.”

More an Art than a Science?
Providing sufficiently large “pipes” for wireless backhaul will chal-
lenge the abilities of carriers, network operators and all sort of ser-
vice providers around the globe. Fortunately, many operators appear 
to be moving from TDM to Ethernet/IP and from T1s/E1s to fiber 
and/or microwave despite current economic conditions.   NGN

Richard Grigonis is Executive Editor of TMC’s IP Communications Group
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Companies mentioned in this article:

Exalt Communications
www.exaltcom.com

Fujitsu Network Communications
www.fujitsu.com

Tellabs
www.tellabs.com
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Global Wireless Marketplace
400,000+ sq ft of Exhibit Space

Over 1,000 exhibitors will be showcasing new products and the latest innovations 
in technology.

Discuss Innovation
New Education Tracks

The International CTIA WIRELESS 2009 educational program addresses a broad array of topics 
in over 30 sessions regarding Developing Businesses on Mobile, The Blueprint of Convergence 

and Partnerships Growing Mobile. 

Enhance your Knowledge
Partner Conferences & Seminars 

Select from over 20 partner conferences and seminars which have been handpicked for their expertise in key 
issues and topics such as: fi xed-mobile convergence, M2M, wireless retail, wireless investment, 4G, IP Backhaul, 

applications development and much more.

Build Your Contacts
The WIRELESS Gala

We return to the original gala format which allows for ample networking and client face time, featuring 
a cocktail reception, dinner and an evening of entertainment starring the legendary Billy Crystal.                                                                            

 WIRELESS GALA STAR, BILLY CRYSTAL ¸
See Beyond the Horizon
Outstanding Keynotes

“Tradeshows provide incredible access to many companies and people at one time, thereby 
reducing travel and providing a more cost effective and effi cient way of conducting business.”

A down economy provides opportunity,
and your opportunity is here.

Register now to be part of this global marketplace @ WWW.CTIASHOW.COM 

MARCH 31, 2009 APRIL 1-3, 2009 LAS VEGAS CONVENTION CENTER
Partner Conferences and Seminars Exhibit Floor, Keynotes,                     Las Vegas, NV, USA
  Sessions & Partner Conferences 
  and Seminars

International
The International CTIA WIRELESS show is the most signifi cant 
global technology event of the year—featuring more than 
1,000 exhibiting companies, over 1,000 members of the media 
and 40,000+ professionals from 125 countries—all working 
toward the common goal of advancing the mobile lifestyle.
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